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A continuous function f from a continuum X onto a continuum Y is quasi-myyone if, for 
every subcontinuum ,W of Y with nonvoid interior. f-‘(.M) has a finite number of components 
each of which is mapped onto M by J A 0,-continuum is one that no subcontinuum separates 
into more than n components. It is known that if f is quasi-monotone and X is a 0, -continuum, 
then Y is a 6, -continuum or a Bz-continuum that is irreducible between tuo points. Examples 
are given to show that this cannot be generalized to a @,-continuum and n + 1 points for any 
n > 1. but it is proved that if f is quasi-monotone and X is a 0,-continuum, then Y is a 
0,,-continuum or a on_,- continuum that is the union of n + 2 continua H. S,. S,. . , S,_, . where, 
for each i, S, is the closure of a component of Y’H. S, is irreducible from some point p, to H, 
and H is irreducible about its boundary. Some theorems and examples are given concerning the 
preservation of decomposition elements by a quasi-monotone map defined on a @,-continuum 
that admits a monotone. upper-semicontinuous decomposition onto a finite graph. 
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1. Introduction 
A continuum is a compact, connected, metric space. A B,-continuum is a con- 
tinuum that is not separated into more than n components by any subcontinuum, 
i.e., it is a continuum that is not an (n + I)-od. A function f from a continuum X 
onto a continuum Y is quasi-monotone [9, p. 1511 (also see [8, p. 136]), if it is 
continuous and, for every subcontinuum M of Y with nonvoid interior relative 
to Y, f-‘(M) has a finite number of components each of which is mapped onto M 
by ! 
In an earlier paper [3, Theorem 3, p. 1141, the authors have shown that the image 
of a 8, -continuum under a quasi-monotone mapping is either a 8r -continuum or 
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is irreducible between two points (and, hence, is a @2-continuum). If f is a quasi- 
monotone mapping on a @,-continuum; it is shown in this paper that Y =f(X) is 
either a 0,-continuum or a e,,,- continuum that is the union of n +2 continua H, 
S,, . . . , Sn+*, where, for each i, Si is the closure of a component of Y\H, Si is 
irreducible from some point pi to H, and H is irreducible about its boundary, p(H). 
However, an example is given to show that only in the case n = 1 must Y be 
irreducible about n-t 1 points, if it is not a 8,-continuum. Certain restrictions on 
X and Y, however, do insure that Y is irreducible about n + 1 points if it is not a 
@,-continuum. 
0,-continua of special interest, called 8;-continua, are those that admit monotone, 
upper-semicontinuous decompositions onto finite graphs, where the elements of the 
decomposition have void interiors. In [4, Theorem 1, p. 2631 the authors have 
characterized 0b-continua in terms of the aposyndetric set function T. Simple 
examples show that the property of being a 0; -continuum for some n is not preserved 
under quasi-monotone mappings. However, if the mapping f : X+ Y is also count- 
able to one and open or the mapping is open and Y is decomposable, then Y is a 
0; -continuum for some n, and decomposition elements in X map onto decomposi- 
tion elements in Y. Thus the map f induces a mapping on the quotient spaces. 
Examples are given showing that these results cannot be obtained if the conditions 
on the mappings are weakened in any significant way. 
A continuum X is &connected [5, p. 901 if every pair of points of X is contained 
in a hereditarily decomposable subcontinuum of X. We say X is w-connecred if 
every pair of points of X is contained in a decomposable subcontinuum of X that 
is irreducible between the two points. 
A subset I of a continuum X is a set of irreducibility of X, if there-is a point x 
in X such that X is irreducible about Iv(x). See [6], where this concept was 
introduced, and [3] for related work. 
2. The Main Theorem 
Our main result about quasi-monotone mappings is the following Theorem. 
Theorem 1. If f is a quasi-monotone mapping from a t&,-continuum X onto a 
continuum Y, then Y is a B,+,- continuum and is either a 8,-continuum or, for any 
subcontinuum H that separates Y into n + 1 separated sets, Y is the union of H and 
n+l continua S,, . . . , &+,, where, for each i, Si is the closure of a component of 
Y\H, Si is irreducible from some point pi to H, and H is irreducible about its boundary. 
Proof. Let f be a quasi-monotone map from a &-continuum X onto Y and suppose 
Y is not a f&,-continuum, i.e., suppose there exists a continuum H in Y such that 
Y\H=D,u**.uD,+,, where D, ,..., Dn+, are mutually separated sets. For i = 
1 v..., n+ 1, let Si = Di. Suppose some Si (without loss of generality, Si) is not 
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irreducible from any point to If. Clearly H is not a set of irreducibility of Hu S’. 
Then H u S, = L u M, where L and ,\I are proper subcontinua of H u S, such that 
HE L n A4 [6, Theorem 3, p. 3361. Note that each of L and M has nonvoid interior, 
and, hence, each of f-'(L) and f-‘(M) has only finitely many components. Let 
PI,..., P,,,,} be the set of components of f-‘(H u S,). For any component P of 
f-‘(Hu S,), let {L,, . . . , Li} be the set of components of f-'(L) that lie in P, and 
let {M’, . . . , M,} be the set of components of f-‘(M) that lie in P. Without loss of 
generality, assume i 2 j. Since L and M have nonvoid interiors and f is quasi- 
monotone, f( L,) = L, for I = 1,. . . , i, and f(M) = h4, for I= 1,. . . . j. No more than 
j- 1 members of {L,, . . . , L,} are required to connect Ml,. . . , and M,, hence, 
without loss of generality, [U’cl, Lk]u [lJik=, Mk] is connected. But 
L,\[U',=,MJ#O, and so U(P)=[U;=,Lk]\[U'k=l fv&]fO. But p(U(P))s 
[f-'(P(Hu $))ln Pc [Ui-, WI, so P\ U( P) is a proper subcontinuum of P con- 
taining p( U(P)), and hence X\U(P) is connected. In fact, X\[U;‘Li U(P,)] is 
connected, and [f-‘( I-2 u S, )]\[UZ’L i U( Pk )] h as n( 1) components. For some r< 
n(1) there are r components R,, . . . , R, of X\[f-‘(HuS’)] such that [IJ;=, Rk]u 
[f-'(HuS')] and [U;=, R,]u[UZ'di (P,\U(P,))] are connected. Since X is a 
8,-continuum, X\{[U;k=, R,] u [Uz'f: (Pk\ U(P,))]} has at most n components. 
Since at least n(1) of those components are contained in f-‘(HuS,), the set 
X\{[U;=, Rk]u [f-'(H u S,)]} has at most n - n( 1) components. Hence 
X\[f-‘(HuS’)] has at most n-n(l)+r components. But r<n(l) so X\[f-‘(Hu 
S,)] has at most n - 1 components. But f( X\f-‘( H u S,)) has at least n components, 
and this contradiction establishes that S, is irreducible from some point to I-I. 
Since S’ was picked arbitrarily, it follows that. for each natural number i C n + 1, 
there is a point pi in I-f u Si such that Si is irreducible from pi to H. It follows that 
each 0, is connected and hence that no subcontinuum of Y separates Y into more 
than n + 1 components. From this it follows that H is irreducible about its boundary, 
since otherwise, for a different choice of If, Y\H would have more than n + 1 
components. 
Although it is proved in Theorem 1 that Y is a O,+,-continuum with certain 
irreducibility properties, if it is not a O,,-continuum, Y need not be irreducible about 
n + 1 points, or even about any finite set of points (but, in that case, neither is X 
[3, Theorem 1, p. 1121). This is shown in Example 1 below. However, the following 
are true. 
Corollary 1. If f is a quasi-monotone mapping from a &-continuum X onto a 
w-connected continuum Y, then Y is a On+,- contimtum and is either a t3,-continuum 
or is irreducible about n + 1 points. 
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 1, it is established that, for each natural number 
is n + 1, there is a point p’ such that Si is irreducible from pi to H. Because of this 
and the w-connectedness of Y, Si = Hi u Si, where Hi and S: are continua, Hi n H # 
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0, S: n H ~0, and pi E S:\H,. SO H’ = H u (lJ:Z, H,) separates Y into separated 
sets S;\H,.. . . ,SL+,\H,,,. We can assume without loss of generality that H, is 
irreducible from H to S:, for i = 1,. . . , n+l. and that P(Sl)np(Si)=O for i#j. 
Suppose Y is not irreducible about {p,, . . . , p,,+,), i.e., suppose there is a proper 
subcontinuum Y’ of Y that contains {p,, . . . .p,,+,}. Then Y’ intersects H and S: 
for i=l,..., n + 1. Hence Y’ contains lJ7Zrr H,, and it follows that Y’ n H’ is a 
continuum that contains P(IJ,‘~ H,). But Y’n H’ is a proper subcontinuum of H’, 
since Y’ is a proper subcontinuum of Y and S: is irreducible from p, to H’, for 
i=l,..., n + 1. But this contradicts the conclusion of Theorem 1, since here H’ 
plays the role of H in that theorem and H’ is not irreducible about its boundary. 
Corollary 2. If f is a quasi-monotone mapping from a &connected O,-continuum X 
onto a continuum Y, then Y is a e,,,, -continuum and is either a O,-continuum or is 
irreducible about n + 1 points. 
Proof. Assume Y is not a B,,-continuum. Using the notation for Theorem 1 and 
the proof of Corollary 1, we need only show that each Si is decomposable. Let i 
be in {l,..., n+ l}, and let M be a hereditarily decomposable continuum that 
contains a point of f-‘( p,) and a point of f-‘(H). Without loss of generality assume 
M is irreducible between those sets. Since XI is decomposable, M is the union of 
two proper subcontinua R and S. Since M is irreducible between f-‘( p,) and f-‘(H), 
neither R nor S intersects both sets. Hence, neither f(R) nor f(S) intersects both 
{p,} and H. But f( R u S) is a continuum that intersects both {p,} and H. Since Sj 
is irreducible from pi to H, f (R u S) 3 S,. Assume, without loss of generality, that 
pi E f (S). Then f (S) is a proper subcontinuum of S, that has nonvoid interior. Hence. 
S, is decomposable. 
Perhaps the simplest quasi-monotone map from a 8,-continuum onto a continuum 
that is not a O,-continuum (and hence, by Theorem 1, is a B,+,-continuum) is the 
mapping that folds a simple closed curve onto an arc. In that example, the hub 
continuum H, of Theorem 1, can be taken as an arc in the middle of the range and 
the spoke continua S, and Sz can be taken as the arcs from H to the endpoints of 
the range. The points p, and p2, then, are the endpoints of the range. The domain 
is essentially the union of two disjoint copies of the range with the points that 
correspond to p, identified and the points that correspond to p2 identified. We will 
use ideas related to this example and information from Theorem 1 to construct the 
following example. 
Example 1. For each natural number n greater than 1, a @,-continuum X, a 
continuum Y that is not a @,-continuum (but. by Theorem 1, is a @,+,-continuum) 
and is not irreducible about any finite point set, and a quasi-monotone map f from 
X onto Y. 
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Let K be the Knaster indecomposable continuum with one endpoint. Using the 
notation of Theorem 1. let S,, . . . , Sn+, be disjoint. homeomorphic copies of K. 
and let h,, . . . , II,,,, be homeomorphisms from K onto S,. . . , Sn+,, respectively. 
Let A ={0, 1, l/2, l/3,. . . } and let H = K X A with the identifications described 
below (see Fig. 1). Let g be a homeomorphism from {(a,, uz) / (a,, a2) E A X A and 
a, s n2} into K such that no point of the range of g is in the accessible composant 
of K and no two points of the range of g are in the same composant of K. One 
way of seeing that this is possible is given in [7, p. 3031. Extend g symmetrically 
to A xA, i.e., let g(az. n,) =g(a,. a,) if a, < a?. Identify the points (g(a,, uz), a,) 






Let 4,, . . . , q,,+, be points of K in different composants and not in any composant 
that intersects the range of g. Let k,, k2.. . . be a sequence of points in different 
inaccessible composants of K that converge to a point k, that is in yet a different 
inaccessible composant of K. Define Y to be the disjoint union of H and S,. . . . , Sn+, 
with the following identifications: (qz, 0) = hi( k,) for i = 1,. . . , n + 1, and (qt. l/i) = 
h,(k,),for i= l,.. . ,n+l, andj= 1,2 ,... (see Fig. 1). Let Y’ be a homeomorphic 
copy of Y and let h be a homeomorphism from Y onto Y’. Let p be the endpoint 
of K. Let X be the disjoint union of Y and Y’ with the identifications h,(p) = 
h(h,(p)), for i= 1,. . . , n+l. Let f be the identity on Y and be h-’ on Y’. 
2. @b-Continua 
Definition. A condensation decomposition of a continuum is a partition of the 
continuum into continua of condensation, i.e., into continua with void interior [2]. 
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Definition. A O,,-continuum X is a OL-continuum if X admits an upper-semicon- 
tinuous, condensation decomposition 9 such that X/g is a finite graph. 
Definition. If A is a subset of a continuum X then T(A) = {x E Xlif H is a 
subcontinuum of X that contains x in its interior then H n A f 0). A set A is T 
closed if T(A) = A. 
The next Theorem follows readily from previous work of the authors (see [4, 
Theorem 1, p. 2631 and [2, Theorem 4(2) and (7), p. 2931). 
Theorem A. A O,-continuum X is a t9L-continuum if and only if, given a continuum 
of condensation H in X, it follows that [T(H)]’ = 0, in which case, the only upper- 
semicontinuous, condensation decomposition of Xhas as its elements all of the T-closed 
subsets of X that contain no T-closed, proper subsets. 
The two following Theorems are easy consequences of the definitions. 
Theorem 3. If X is a continuum, f is a quasi-monotone mapping from X onto Y, 
and A is a T-closed subset of Y, then f-‘(A) is T closed. 
Theorem 4. If X is a continuu?, f is an open mapping from X onto Y, and f-‘(A) 
is a T-closed subset of X, then A is T closed. 
Corollary 3. If f is an open, quasi-monotone mapping from a continuum X onto a 
continuum Y and A = f-‘(B), then A is T closed iff B is T closed. 
The next Theorem follows from Theorem A and Corollary 3. 
Theorem 5. Let (1) X be a 6:-continuum and Y a O&-continuum, for some infegers 
m and n, (2) 9 and 8 be (the unique) upper-semicontinuous, condensation 
decompositions of X and Y, respectively, and (3) f be an open, quasi-monotone 
mapping from X onto Y. Then f maps elements of 9 onto elements of 8. 
Theorem 6. If X is a @L-continuum, Y is a (3; -continuum, for some integers m and 
n, and f is a quasi-monotone mapping from X onto Y, then Y is a &,-continuum 
and either Y is a @L-continuum or is irreducible about n + 1 points. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, Y is a &+,-continuum, and, hence, is a OL+,-continuum. 
In consideration of the proof of Corollary 1, all that is needed is to show that each 
Si (in the notation of Theorem 1) is decomposable. But each Si contains an open 
set, and consequently, by [4, Lemma I, p. 2621 contains a set that decomposes into 
an arc in the canonical decomposition of Y. Hence, St contains a proper subcon- 
tinuum with nonvoid interior and, therefore, is decomposable. 
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Theorem 7. If X is a 6; -continuum and f is an open, quasi-monotone mapping from 
X onto a decomposable continuum Y, then Y is a eL+,-continuum, and, for upper- 
semicontinuous, condensation decompositions of X and Y, f maps decomposition 
elements onto decomposition elements. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, Y is a On+,-continuum. If Y contains no continuum of 
condensation If such that [T(H)]’ # 0, then the Theorem follows by Theorem A 
and Theorem 5. 
Assume Y contains a continuum of condensation H such that [T(H)]’ f 0. Since 
Y is decomposable (and is a 13,,+, -continuum), it is the union of two proper 
subcontinua R and S such that [R n S]’ = 0. Without loss of generality, [ T( H)]‘\R 
is nonvoid. Hence [ T(H u R)]‘\(H u R) is nonvoid, since T(H u R) 1 T(H) u 
T(R) and H”=O. Since f is open, [T(f-‘(ZfuR))]\f-‘(ZfuR)? 
f-‘([ T(H u R)]\[Hu R]) and, hence, contains an open set. But, by [4, Lemma 1, 
p. 2621, there is a finite collection {[a,, b,], . . . , [a,,,, b,]} of arcs in X/ 3 such that 
the open arc (a, bi) is open in X/ 9, for each i, and Uz 1 P-‘( (a, bi)) E f-‘( H u R) C_ 
UimEl P-‘([aI, bil), h w ere 9 is the upper-semicontinuous, condensation decomposi- 
tion of X and P is the projection map of X onto X/9. But Uz, P-‘([ai, bi]) is T 
closed, SO [T(~-‘(H~R))]\~-‘(HuR)~U~~ (aiu bi), which is nowhere dense. 
This contradiction establishes that [T(H)]‘= 0 if H is a continuum of condensation 
in Y, i.e., it establishes that Y is a 8’ .+,-continuum, by Theorem A. By Theorem 
5, f maps decomposition elements onto decomposition elements. 
Theorem 8. If X is a 8:-continuum and f is an open, quasi-monotone mapping onto 
a continuum Y such that f-‘(y) is countable for some point y in Y, then Y is a 
Cl+, -continuum. 
Proof. By Theorem 7, we need only show that Y is decomposable. The set f-‘(y) 
is countable and closed, so it misses P-‘([a%b]) for some arc [a, b] in X/9, where 
Ed is the upper-semicontinuous, condensation decomposition of X and P is the 
projection map of X onto X/9. The interior of P-‘([a, b]) is nonvoid, so H= 
f(P-‘([a, b])) is a continuum with nonvoid interior, since f is open. But H is a 
proper subcontinuum of Y, since ye! H. Hence Y is decomposable. 
The next example shows that the condition that f be open cannot be dropped 
from Theorem 5 or Theorem 7 even if the condition that f be finite to one is added. 
Example 2. An at most two-to-one, quasi-monotone mapping from a 8;-continuum 
X onto a O;-continuum Y where the images of some (singleton) T-closed sets that 
are elements of the upper-semicontinuous, condensation decomposition of X are 
not T closed and hence are not decomposition elements of the upper-semicon- 
tinuous, condensation decomposition of Y. 
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Let K be the Knaster indecomposable continuum with one endpoint, embedded 
in the plane. Let Y be the union of K and a ray R, directly beneath the composant 
with one end-point, spiraling up onto K in such a way that no vertical line intersects 
R in more than one point. Let X be the union of Y and the mirror image of R in 
the x, y-plane. Let f be the identity function on Y (as a subset of X) and carry 
each point of the upper ray onto the point of K directly below it. Then K is the 
only nondegenerate element in the upper-semicontinuous, condensation decom- 
position of X or Y, and, of course, the points of the upper ray map into it but not 
onto it. 
The condition that f be open also can not be dropped from Theorem 8, as can 
be seen by considering the mapping fl[X\R] in Example 2. 
The final example shows that the countable-to-one condition can not be dropped 
from the hypothesis of Theorem 8, even though it can be replaced by the hypothesis 
that Y is decomposable, as Theorem 7 shows. 
Example 3. An open, quasi-monotone map f from a @;-continuum X onto an 
indecomposable continuum Y. 
Let p and 4 be points of different composants of an indecomposable continuum 
Y. Let C be the standard, ‘middle-third’ Cantor set on the unit interval. Let X be 
the quotient space of Y X C gotten by identifying, for each gap (c, c’) in the Cantor 
set, (p, c) with (p, c’), if c’-c= l/(3”), for some odd integer n, and (4, c) with 
(4, c’) otherwise. For each x in X, let f(x) = P( O-‘(x)), where Q is the quotient 
map from Y X C onto X, and P is the projection map from Y X C onto Y. 
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